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Neglecting
TheChild

This case study was first published in BW,
25 October 1999.

RaJdeep Kohli thought seiling products to
children was something marketers like him
knew all about. Then his 12-year-old son
Pranav told him otherwise

AJDEEP Kohli entered his
house singing a Johnny Cash
hit song, "These boots are
made forwalking ..."With the
same accent and an energetic
shake of the hips. "Pannu
baba," he called out cheerily,

placing a shoe box on the dining table
where his 12-year-old son Pranav sat play-
ing solitaire.

"What's this?" asked Pranav, touching the
box. "The new, most spectacular shoe from
Freedom, only for kids!" said Rajdeep, dramati-
cally. "It rolled out today frem the factory, I was
dying to show it to you! Take a look. .."

Pranav examined the shoe, turning it around.
"Arethese running shoes, sports shoes or just casu-
als?" he asked. "Sports shoes," said Rajdeep.

"In that case, it should be turned upward at the toes,
dad," said Pranav. "That gives great momentum."

"These are for kids, Pannu," said Rajdeep. "Yeah, so?"
asked Pranav. "Kids run and play sports, dad. You make that
sound as if because it is for kids, it can be any old rubbish!"

"Hey, that's not fair!" said Rajdeep, a little annoyed. "What I
meant was ... well, I guess you have a point. If these are sport
shoes, then a little more needs to go into the design ... Hey, you are
good.man!"

The shoes were visually terrific. Very dandy and very hap-
pening, just as his research team had advised. This was the, first
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time Freedom was entering the 'sports
shoes for kids' segment and the plan was to
put out some visually appealing shoes. Ex-
cept that Pranav was now saying: "It should
also work, dad!"

"You know, the minute we do that, the
shoe becomes expensive and parents won't
buy it," said Rajdeep.

"If you are making shoes for children,
wheredo parents come in?" asked Pranav.

"It's like this, parents are the ones who fi-
nallydecide what to buy and price is usually

the consideration," explained Rajdeep.
"For you grown-ups what is im-
portant is other grown-ups. Who

cares what kids want!" said
Pranav, now almost angry.

"That's not true,"
said Rajdeep. "Companies that manufac-

ture for kids, be it chewing gum or ice-
cream, do care about what kids want

and our entire marketing effort is
aimed at appealing to the child."

"If that was so," said Pranav,
"you would make shoes the
way kids like them. If not,
why pretend that they are
for kids? All grown-ups are
the same."

Sensing some dis-
tress, Rajdeep asked:
"Something wrong to-
day?" Pranav sat
hunched up and made
one more move on his
solitaire board. "It's re-
ally sick, dad. I mean,
it's really not fair," he
said sounding very hurt
and angry.

As it happened,
Pranav had enrolled for
a four-day personality

development workshop
for 10-13-year-olds at In-

dia House. The letter said:
"1.15 at the Marigold Room."

Today, which was his third day
at the workshop, he and his

friend, Kartik, had gone up to the
Marigold Room, only to find that a

corporate lunch was going on. There
was no attendant in sight, no sign of

their workshop. The two boys rushed
down four floors to the reception, to find

that the venue had been changed to the JaS-
mine Room.
"I told the lady, India House should have at least

bothered to put up a notice outside the Marigold Room
about the changed venue," said Pranav to his dad. "You know

whatshe said?Youmust not backchat with elders!" Now you see?"
he asked. "Had it been it company event for grown-ups I am sure
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there would have been arrows and stickers all
over the place telling grown-ups to turn right,
then left and sorry for the inconvenience. But
because it was for children, they probably
felt, why bother!"

"Coming from India House, that is down-
right rude, not to mention inefficient!" said
Rajdeep.

"It's got nothing to do with efficiency, dad,
please!" said Pranav. "Kartik said to me: "Chil-
dren are for fun, not serious stuff." And Kartik
has a good reason to say that. You know that
TV programme he took part in and won? It
was a kids' special. Guess what his team won?
Exercise cycles, saris, jewellery and a blood
pressure monitor! See dad? Did anyone of
those organisers think of CD-Roms, Lego,
BSAcycles or tennis racquets? No! Kartik got

saris, dad, saris! It was the pits! You call that taking children seri-
ously?" asked Pranav.

Rajdeep heard his son out. Then he said: "That is rotten, I
agree. But take it from me, there are many who do take children
seriously. Companies are waking up to the truth that children are
eager consumers and can influence their parents' buying deci-
sions. We have a saying at Freedom: "Work on kids today and, in
turn, they will be devoted to you even at 60. How do you think
Colgate did it?" he asked. "Did you know that of our vast popula-
tion, over 35% are under 14?And what an impressionable lot! All
of them chew gum, drink Coke and seek trendy shoes. They re-
member to tell mom 'Moov laga!' Why, you told me I should buy
Electrolux's washing machine and get a Samsung TV free! That
was the day I told Aniruddh Bari, my marketing head: 'You must
work at moulding their psyches.' So, there are many marketers
who really respect children and are making efforts to get recipro-
cal respect from them."

"I am not sure," said Pranav, now warming up to a chat with his
father. These were the chats he loved the most, the ones where Ra-
jdeep discussed his work. "Yes,now they are making lots of prod-
ucts for children," continued Pranav. "But when I go out to buy the
product, I don't see any of that respect. Like the workshop. India
House even called you up to tell you how terrific it would be for
me to enroll. All of us got excited. Then what happened? Just
agreeing to buy is not enough. Do they respect me even after I
have paid for it?" he asked.

"I guess you're right," agreed Rajdeep. "But you know once he
has sold the product to you, the marketer loses control over you,
the buyer. Ideally, that shouldn't be, but in reality, thereafter, it is
left to the retailer, or in this case, the service staff to ensure that the
buyer continues to be delighted."

"There are only two people who take children seriously, even
respect them," said Pranav. "The boys and girls at McDonald's and
Pizza Hut. You know how nicely they talk to us? As if we were
grown-ups. Like this guy at Pizza Hut would come up to me and
say 'Hi, you are back!' It makes me feel so good. Like he is being a
buddy. I feel respected. Even when I give my order, he will listen to
me attentively and say, may I repeat your order? If it had been any
other restaurant, the man would look towards mom to check if
what I ordered was okay by her. But not at Pizza Hut. Not at Me-
Donald's. That's why we kids go there often, because they make us
feel that we know what we want."

Rajdeep was amazed at how much children noticed, im-
bibed and absorbed. Like most 12-year-olds, Pranavwas atten-
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tive to his environment. "Some day Pannu, you will make a
great marketer, I am sure," he now said. "So, listen to this, we say
the act of consumption is not over after the product has been
bought."

"Doesn't apply to kids, dad," said Pranav. "During the cricket
season, there were these chewing gums offering cricket cards.
Chotu and I bought them using our pocket money, just to collect
the cards. But very often we found the shopkeeper had given the
best cards to the kids he knew and we were left with rubbish
cards. Now, that's not fair! We are kids, dad, how can we go all
over town finding the right shop?"

RAJDEEP could see Pranav's point. Was it enough to put
cola and gum for kids on the shelf and believe you had
served your target audience, wondered Rajdeep. There
was a huge process between the retail and the child's
stomach that played a role in the consumption process.

Did marketers care to find out if their product left a happy after
taste with the child consumer? "You know, in America, where
Andy lives, they actually respect children," Pranav went on.
"And you know, the kids are also quite bold and outspoken. No
one tells them 'Don't backchat!' "

Andy was Rajdeep's nephew who was visiting them. Pranav ex-
plained how they had been to a supermarket and Andy had said
something clever. "Mom let us buy MilkyWay, the flavoured milk.
She said, we should check the expiry date," narrated Pranav. "The
pack said 'May 99' and the expiry message said, 'Use within 120
days of date of manufacture'. Andy told the manager: 'Why do you
have the manufacturing date as a month when you expiry date is
in days?' But he's allowed to speak his mind. In the US, they listen
to kids. I wish I was like that."

Rajdeep looked at his son's big innocent eyes and felt a certain
sadness. What right did the economy have to unload so many
goods on children when it did not empower them to demand?
Worse, many of them were using children as a vehicle to market
their products, communicating with them on family air time, be-
cause they knew that children imbibe advertising keenly. Even
worse, many of them even proudly averred that children were the
best advertisers for their products, even if they were shaving foam
or mosquito repellent.

He recalled what the head of a car company had once said:
"The aspiration you see in a child's eyes speaks volumes for the
brand attributes. Youwon't need anything else. Use children lib-
erally. Put words in their mouths, build dreams in their hearts
and put it all on TV if you want profits rolling in."

But what about sensitive advertising and marketing, won-
dered Rajdeep. It's splendid that you know that children imbibe

advertising keenly. But that puts an added responsibility on you,
the marketer, to be careful in your communication, specially
when the target audience is children, he thought.

Only last week Rajdeep had witnessed the power of advertis-
ing on his little boy. They had been to the club and after a
swim the boys demanded an ice cream. Rajdeep's seven-
year-old, Chotu, his head barely reaching the above the ice
cream counter, hollered: "I will take an F-stick." Rajdeep's wife,
Sarla was annoyed. "Not that one, it is not good, take Millie," she
had said.

"Why not?" protested Chotu. "Why not?" Rajdeep had echoed,
surprised. "Because," she whispered, "it is indecent!"

"But he is just seven!" argued Rajdeep.
"Yes," said Sarla, "but soon he'll be 14 and when he under-

stands what else that could mean, he will think, 'these things are
okay with mom'. No Raj, there has to be some limit," she said.

But Chotu was adamant. As he looked towards his dad for
help. Rajdeep said: "Chotu, we will let mom decide."

"No!" said an agitated Chotu. "I am going to eat the ice-
cream, na? Shouldn't I decide? And who says it is a bad ice-
cream? It comes on TV and all the big boys eat it, I have seen the
ad! And big boys also drink Coke and so do 1. So, what they can
do, I can do too!"

"Cool it, Chotu," said Andy, "you are not a big boy anyway."
"Who says?" yelled Chotu bracing for a real fight. "I'm a big

boy, my dad says so. He lets me choose his shaving cream!"
Andy picked up Chotu on his back and said, "OKbig guy, what

shaving cream did you buy for dad?"
Chotu, pleased with the attention said, "Gillette! No dad?" and

broke into a toothy smile. "Andwhat else?" asked Andy, deftly put-
ting another stick of ice-cream into Chotu's hand and moving
away from the battle front. "I got mom her shampoo, Wah se wow.
No mama?" asked Chotu, reaching out for his mother's hair.

That battle would rear its head again, Rajdeep knew. Mar-
keters knew exactly how to mesmerise a chid, because in busi-
ness all was fair. Chotu, at seven, knew all the ads, frame by
frame, lisping every ad along with the voice over - even enact-
ing many, like the Ice-Ice baby ad. This was a country which had
no means to prevent damage to a child's psyche. Air time was
not regulated, visual communication was not adequately cen-
sored. Usually, the realisation came after the damage was done.
And when a child was like Pranav, the messy marketer had lost a
consumer forever, he knew.

So he said to Pranav: "Son, don't let advertising mislead you.
If as a consumer you don't like what you get, if you don't feel re-
spected, go right ahead and lodge your protest."

"And who is going to hear?" asked Pranav. "When the con-
sumer is a child, he can't protest. And what do you

mean by 'respecting children'? When I go to a de-
partment store with you or mom, and I ask to

see a Timex watch, the sales man says: 'See
through the glass, that's enough' and he
walks away. Would he say that to you? Chil-
dren look good in ads, dad, not in real life.
And in ads, they make kids say and do

\

things which in real life they won't be
caught dead doing. Remember that Indian
ad for Cartoon Network which showed In-

dian kids making silly faces at the camera?
Those kids looked like a bunch of idiots. In-

dian children are not like that."
Rajdeep laughed. "Children are very effective in
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promoting a brand, Pannu," said Rajdeep. "When
we use children in advertising, we know the
brand is sold. Today, you have TV which
isthe greatest hypnotist, compelling children
to choose Pepsodent because it is a dentist
inside a toothpaste. You loved that ad, didn't
you?Youeven told mom: 'You must get me
Pepsodent'. Companies like that take the
childconsumer seriously."

"What's the point?" asked Pranav. "You
think because one kid goes on TV and says
'UsePepsodent' all parent will let their kids buy
Pepsodent? Never! Only if the parents believe in
Pepsodent will they buy Pepsodent for the kid. Oth-
erwise,we use what the parent uses. Why, you and mom
useColgate, so Chotu and I use Colgate too. C'mon dad!"

"That's different Pannu, mom is just wary of making a
change,"said Rajdeep. "See, it's like this, she has used Colgate all
her life.And she makes most of the buying decisions, since she
handles all that. Very often she places orders on the telephone.
The point I am making is that the message has reached you,
whether you buy Pepsodent or not. Isn't that correct? And that is
what I mean, companies are aiming at children like you who
watchTVtwo hours a day and they put their ads exactly on those
programmes that kids are prone to watch. In short, they are out to
makea good impression on children."

Pranav grew thoughtful. "Yeahhh ..." he said thoughtfully. "I
remember one ad ... Larsen & Toubro ... remember? The one
where three boys are travelling by train and each is boasting
about his father? Then this kid points out to various things out-
sidethe window and says: 'My dad built those ... and those and
those...'."Then Pranav laughed. "You know, until then I used to
thinkLarsen & Toubro made tubelights!"

Rajdeep joined in his son's laughter. "But you were also
much younger then. Amazing how much you remember! And
younoticed that ad because it had children in it. But that's the
point!You, a child, noticed and remember the company. And
companies strive to leave lasting impressions on young minds,
because today's child is tomorrow's consumer."

"Dad,you make it sound as if companies that sell to kids have
kidson their mind all the time. I don't think so. Do they think of
kidswhen they write to them?" asked Pranav.

"Idon't understand," said Rajdeep.
"I will tell you," said Pranav. "Remember the time

whenChotu wrote a joke for Bag 0' Chips? They sent him a letter to
say, we enjoyed your joke and all that and a surprise is
eneIos d for you. But there was no surprise. So, I wrote to
themcompany and told them no surprise was enclosed. Youknow

what they wrote back? 'You bought a pack of Bag 0' Chips and that
it did not contain the hologram stickers'. Can you imagine!" said
Pranav sounding incredulous. 'So, we are sending you four holo-
gram stickers ...' I mean, that is a lie!All pretense! Mom said these
were standard letters. Chotu was so annoyed. He said: God, man,
these guys have got it all wrong!"

RIGHT! thought Rajdeep, they have got it all wrong! He
now looked at his son with renewed interest. What idiots
these marketers are, his thoughts ran. It is not enough to
simply manufacture products for children if you are not
going to see them through to their consumption. When

you are targetting children you have to go all the way and en-
sure the quality of your targeting is 100%, in your dealings, in
your responses, in your promotions, in your point-of-sale ma-
terial ... all that should be borne in mind is that it is the child you
are addressing.

From product design to product presentation to communi-
cation, to the way we feature a child in an ad, it must be linked to
the fact that he is a serious target segment. Why don't they re-
member that children imbibe every motion, every act from the
brand, and hence, are likely to misinterpret even body language?
Do these marketers go to the retailers, watch them serve chil-
dren, talk to children and find out what makes them unhappy
about a product?

These advertisers had just about got the mailing address
right through their targeting. Having reached the consumer's
doorstep, they were fumbling with their parcels. Some left it to
innocuous middlemen to deliver the goods, some appointed
bored grown-ups in the garb of service staff to unwrap the
goods, while some didn't even bother if the child liked what
they had sent, whether the child was delighted, whether the
child was likely to come back for more. •
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ANALYSIS I: ANAND HALVE

TheAdult InEvery Child
IIM-alumnus Anand Halve is co-founder of chlorophyll brand and communications consultancy, Mumbai.

THE case raises several issues about
marketing and communicating with
children. Let me focus on the key is-
sues, but first a note of explanation:
Throughout the piece, I will use the

definition of 'kids' as eight to 12-year-olds.
(I believe that from 15, they are proto-
adults at least in the larger cities.)

If children are being considered a
consumer segment in their own right,
then all guidelines that apply to market-
ing to any segment should apply. Having
said that, though, it is necessary to look
at what makes this segment different
from other segments. These differences
exist because of the ways in which chil-
dren process information and the weigh-
tages they assign to different variables.
These are likely to be different from the
ways in which adults act. Let's consider
some of these aspects.
• Reference set: The first thing to ap-
preciate about marketing to kids is that
they hate being called kids! (There is
some evidence that after the age of six or
seven there is a significant change in the
way they look at advertisements.) There-
fore, the reference group that eight- to
14-year-olds look at is not their peer
group but their older siblings, i.e., the
next higher age band; perhaps, 16- to 19-
year-olds. Enough signs of this are visi-
ble in ll-year-old girls trying on their
older sister's lipstick, tottering about on
mummy's stilettos and dressing up
for parties, or in 12-year-old boys wear-
ing jeans after school, talking 'cool' or
looking in the mirror for the first hair
on the chin. This desire to act grown-
up and be accepted as such is accompa-
nied by an acute consciousness of their
inadequancy in terms of experience
and knowledge. They are, therefore, sen-
sitive to, and resentful about, any cues
that suggest that they are just children.

This is an underlying concern at all
times. Marketers need to be aware of this
in developing any aspect of the market-
ingmix.
• Product evaluation: The first point at
which children get evidence of whether
they are being taken seriously is in the
product design itself. What they are look-
ing for is 'the same thing adults get, buy
in my size'. Compromises on any features
are reminders of a reality they wish to
avoid. This explains Pranav's reaction to
the design limitations of the sports
shoes. But there is one more aspect of
children as consumers which needs to be
understood. This is the nature oftheir re-
actions. Rather than the continuum of
reactions of adults which stretch from
poor to so-so to satisfactory to good to
wonderful, children tend to have po-
larised reactions which flip between 'fan-
tastic' and 'the pits'. This is an important
thing to note, because it underlines the
fact that in addressing children as con-
sumers you can win - or lose - only by a
knock-out; there are no 'winners on
points'. If you lose once you won't get a
second chance.
• Service: The child's reaction to the
absence of signs at India House is an in-
dicator of another way in which children
wish to be acknowledged. As in the case
of adults, children, too, expect service
that is congruent with the situation. So, if
one expects to be left alone to browse in a
bookstore and fawned upon at a restau-
rant, so do kids. The disappointment or
dissatisfaction with the cricket cards is
not, to my mind, an issue of dealing with
children but about how to manage such
schemes.
• Price: While this is not an issue
specifically raised in the case, I think it is
important to note that pricing has even
more importance in the case of products
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bought by children (compared to those
bought for them by their parents). This is
because the sense of limited funds to
satisfy several wants is higher in a seg-
ment that does not have its own 'earn-
ing' and depends on others to provide
these funds.
• Content of advertising: the issue of
what is suitable content for messages
targeting children is a matter of concern
across the world - from whether the
massacre at Columbine High could have
been avoided if there were no quake and
Doom computer games to rating systems
for movies. The only comment I would
make on Sarla's reaction to Pranav's
choice of ice-cream is: "What did you ex-
pect?" After all the commercial appears
on prime time Tv. If she finds it offensive
(as I do), the best course is to exercise her
right as a consumer and lodge a protest
with the makers of the commercial. One
other point regarding communicating
with children - they smell a fake a mile
away. If anything rings false, children will
notice it.
• Influence on adult product choices:
We have seen a growing role played by
children in decisions related to 'adult'
products in recent years. I believe there
are several reasons for this. One, the re-
lationship between children and their
parents is more equal than in the past,
and children's views are not dismissed
out of hand. Two, given the keen interest
with which they imbibe the content of
messages they are, often, better
informed (brand MNO has real fruit
pieces or brand DEF TV has auto colour
balance). And finally, I suspect that
many parents indulge the child by ac-
cepting his or her brand choice out of a
sense of guilt at not giving them enough
attention.

To sum up, I would say that the key
issues in marketing to children are
no different than in marketing to
any consumer segment. We need to
remember that if the Cadbury Dairy
Milk ad remind us that there is a child
in every adult, this case reminds us
that there is an adult in every Pannu
andChhotu. 8
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ANALYSIS II: PRATIK BASU

GoEasy On The Child
Pratik Basu is an independent media and marketing consultant. Prior to this, he was CEO, Buena Vista
Television India, Disney's former joint venture in India.

T
HERE is no denying the strong logic
in Pranav's argument that the ma-
jority of marketers in India do not
fully understand, or respect, kids'
needs and aspirations as an increas-

inglyknowledgeable, economically deci-
sive and forcefully discriminating con-
sumer group.

A worldwide study done some years
ago, placed the Indian child among the
lowest in the stages of evaluation, placing
a 13-14-year-old Indian child and a 7-8-
year-oldAmerican child at the same level.
Thereasons: the Indian child's limited ex-
posure to, and consumption of, any form
of entertainment and the non-working
status of most mothers, which led to the
protective and closely-monitored up-
bringingof their progeny.

Today, the likes of Pranav are exposed
to more hours of TV programming in one
day than Rajdeep had as a child in five
months. The impact of satellite TV on the
psycheof the Indian child, and its mould-
ingof him into a discerning, knowledge-
ableindividual on a par with his age coun-
terpart around the world cannot be under-
estimated. With more mothers working,
the kid's emotional dependence on his
parents has diminished. With access to
global lifestyles, news, technology and
products at the click of a button, Pranav
cannot but be smart, aware, eager and true
tohisgeneration. And, therefore, demand-
ingof respect as a consumer.

Havingsaid that, I feel that catapulting
the Indian child to the level of an econom-

ically-influential consumer group pres-
ents a somewhat one-dimensional profile.
Smart, knowledgeable and information-
retentive, yes, but equally materialistic,
deal-seeking, self-centered and indulgent.
That's not necessarily true. On the con-
trary, it perpetuates an image that we, as
parents, marketers and media-men have
ourselves created.

For parents, with their accelerated
lifestyles, overindulging of children materi-
ally may have been a way of compensating
for the lack of quality time with them. For
marketers and admen, kids, like puppies,
may have served as ornamental accessories

child of his innocence by thrusting him
into the role of a consumer. This is not
marketing sacrilege. Most TV-advanced
nations have broadcast policies that regu-
late shows and ads beamed at times when
there is likely to be a large kid audience.

Most developed nations have a code
for ads targeted at children. I quote:

"No ad is allowed which leads children
to believe that if they do not own the prod-
uct advertised they will be inferior in some
way to other kids or will be ridiculed for
not owning it."

"In an ad offering a free gift, a premium
or a competition for children, the main em-

to attract attention in a cluttered market, ir-
respective of the relevance of the product
category - what I call the 'creative bail-
out'. And mediarnen, in their urgency to at-
tain TRPs, ignore the fact that over four-
fifths of TV-owning homes are still 'one-set
households'. Kids watch the same shows
(and ads) as their parents; hence marketers
adopt a 'catch-all' strategy that neither dif-
ferentiates between target groups nor ques-
tions the relevance of a creative execution.

In our rush to tap another market seg-
ment, we should not deprive the Indian

phasis of the advertisement must be on the
product with which the offer is associated."

There are even codes for children fea-
tured in ads: "Situations in which children
are to be seen in ads should be carefully
considered from the point of view of
safety ... children should not appear unat-
tended in street scenes should be seen
following traffic rules should not be
climbing high places ..."

Let's try and remember there is more to
Pranav than his pocket money and his
pester power. •


